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He is cynical and vicious in his demand to make the girls decide who is going to die. He likes tormenting people before killing. That's the way he can feel ... 
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GUNS UNDER FIRE



EXAM TRAINING TIME - correction



COMPRÉHENSION DE L’ÉCRIT (…/40  …/20) Document A A. Where does the scene take place? / 1 The scene takes place in the girls’ restroom / toilets probably during a break in the morning or at noon. B. Pick out the characters (present and mentioned). /3 The characters present are two teenage girls whose names are not given. There is somebody screaming. Ryan Asswipe and Michael Patrick are mentioned C. Focus on the sounds. 1. Pick out the two different sounds the characters hear in this extract. Explain what is going on in each situation. /3 “Dot-dot-dot” (l. 4-5) / “Knock-knock-knock” (l. 11) Somebody firing / knocking on the door 2. How do the girls first react to these sounds and how do they feel about the situation? And after? Quote elements from the text to justify the girls’ reactions and feelings. (30-40 words) /4 no reaction at first (“keep doing”, l. 2); then the girls are surprised / puzzled (‘‘‘Shit,’ one of the girls says”, l. 14); one of the girls is panic-stricken (“One of the girls starts towards the door”, l. 16) but the other one stops her and does not want to move (“but the other grabs her elbow. ‘Don’t go,’ she says.”, l. 16-17). D. In your own words, explain the plan that was revealed the day before? What happened after the plan was revealed? /4 A boy, named Michael Patrick, is suspected of being at the origin of this terrible event / awful scene, because on the previous day he had told one of the girls that he “was going to bring a gun to school” / come to school with a gun and “was going to kill everybody”. She didn’t tell anyone what she had heard because she thought it was a joke / a prank. Document B E. Who are the characters present in the room now? /2 The two girls and Michael Patrick are present. F. Pick out movements and sounds. What do they teach us about the different characters’ feelings? /6



Girls  panic-stricken / try to make as little noise as possible Murderer  keeps his composure / determined to fulfill his plan
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G. Describe the boy in your own words. /3 The boy is casually dressed. – The boy looks like any other teenager. – The boy has prepared himself for the “event”. H. Which adjectives best apply to the boy? Justify your answer with elements from the text. /3 sadistic – reassuring – threatening – relaxed – nervous “large ugly sweat stains under his arms” (l. 12-13) + “breathing hard” (l. 15) + “says too loudly” (l. 18) +“Which one of you girls should I kill?” (l. 20) I.



What is going to happen in the end? Explain what the boy’s motivations may have been. (40-50 words). / 5



Michael will probably kill the two girls. Michael Patrick may have wanted to take his revenge because he was neglected and rejected / ostracized by the others in the school. Or / And he may have been bullied. He may have wanted to be in the limelight because he was excluded by the others / felt very lonely / lonesome. He may have been a misfit, somebody who didn’t belong to any group. He may have held a grudge against people or the school system and he was cold-blooded and crazy enough to go and kill his peers and his teachers. He is cynical and vicious in his demand to make the girls decide who is going to die. He likes tormenting people before killing. That’s the way he can feel powerful / almighty.



LV1 Documents A, B and C J. What effect do the different techniques used by Laura Kasischke have on the readers? Compare these techniques to the techniques used by Edvard Munch (50 words). /6



LV2 Documents A and B J. What effect do the different techniques used by Laura Kasischke have on the readers (30 words)? /6



This opening scene is an excruciating moment of narration because it is carefully built on tension, and all the necessary ingredients are present: noises, screams, silence, more screams, suspense, horror… It is definitely a climactic scene and it reaches a first peak when Michael Patrick penetrates the restrooms. Laura Kasischke depicts a chilling scene when the girls see Michael Patrick entering the room insofar as we are given some details about his appearance: the clothes he is wearing are neat (“clean”) and white (repeated twice). He has even shaved for the “occasion”! In a word, he looks like any other teenager, wearing fashionable shoes too (“with lightning bolts on the side, laces untied”). This makes a sharp contrast with the bloodbath we imagine has just taken place in the corridors… The impact of such a gruesome scene (description) / harrowing experience is intense. We, readers, are supposed to feel as aghast and appalled as the girls, when we come to the final sadistic question.
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2757-20, 2758-20 2759-20, 2759B-20 OPERATOR'S ... - Milwaukee 

as a dust mask, non-skid safety shoes, hard hat or hearing protection ... the battery pack or tool outside the temperature range specified in the ..... for final tightening. .... Heated Gear; Reconditioned Product; and Test & Measurement. Products.
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18 mai 2018 - LUNCH / DÃŽNER. Dean's Conference Room (Room 519). Session 5: Neurology II. McIntyre 521 (Meakins). Session 6: Knowledge Translation.
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Cube P10/20. 2-COFFEE/SIDE TABLE (27) RECTO:14 FICHES CLASSEUR REGENCE 24/06/08 12:35 Page 5 ...
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2656-20, 2657-20, 2658-20, 2659-20 OPERATOR'S MANUAL 

contacting a â€œliveâ€� wire may make exposed metal parts of the power tool â€œliveâ€� and could give the .... 1/2" Square drive anvil with pin detent (2659-20). 1. 2. 4. 6. 5.
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Our baby (to cry) all day long? .... Present and circle the clue. 1. What lessons he (to have) on Tuesday mornings? ... Today he (to wear) a cap. .... Make a list of the frequency adverbs with their translation and tell why they are special.
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VOCABULAIRE : liver = foie, transplant = transplantation, nationâ€¢wide = dans le pays entier, appeal = appel, relief = soulagement, surgery = chirurgie ou ...
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29 avr. 2016 - Une rencontre entre les juges d'affiche pourrait être nécessaire afin de comparer les notes et sélectionner quatre lauréats pour les Prix ...
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Carlos CHECA. SPA. 16'59.065. 166.758. 14 laps. Honda LCR. 80. KR212V. Kurtis ROBERTS. USA. 6'00.621. 157.079. 20 laps. Team Roberts. 14. KAWASAKI.
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Calories / Calories 98. Fat / Lipides 1g. Saturated / saturÃ©s 0g. Trans Fat / trans 0g. Cholesterol/CholestÃ©rol 165mg 55%. Sodium / Sodium 126mg. 5.2%.
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ARNOUIL Noreen. Note: 16.5/20 (score total : 16.5/20). Page 2. BOMMALAIS Lolita. Note: 6.5/20 (score total : 6.5/20). Page 3. BOURAHIME Boustoine.
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... ( /15 points). Traduire. 1. La maison des grand-parents. The grandparents' house. 2. La sœur de Tom. Tom's sister. 3. La sœur de mon père. My father's sister.
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Wayne%20-%20EEAUP250%20-%2 

instrucciones PODRÍA ocasionar la muerte o lesiones graves. ¡Riesgo de choque ..... NO EXISTE NINGUNA OTRA GARANTÍA EXPRESA. LAS GARANTÍAS ...
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Milwaukee%20-%202717-21HD%20 

Remove any adjusting key or wrench before turning the power ..... SDS-Max Drive System. 1. ..... Normal Wear: Many power tools need periodic parts replacement and ...... TECHTRONIC INDUSTRIES' garantit le produit pendant 5 ans à partir.
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HXA 20 HXA 20 X 

The Helix HXA 20/ HXA 20X may only be installed in motor vehicles which have ... cause damage to the amplifier and the electrical system of the vehicle. .... These controls can be used to match the input sensitivity of the individual chann- ... The H
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2662-20, 2663-20, 2664-20, 2665-20 m18â„¢ impact ... - Milwaukee Tool 

Stay alert, watch what you are doing and use common sense when operating a power tool. Do not use a power tool while you are tired or under the influence of ...
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DVD Profiler: 20 CCDVDL 20 .fr 

Julie Condra, Kevan Ohtsji, Mark Dacascos, Debbie Podowski ...... BenoÃ®t Poolvoerde, Jean-Paul Rouve, Julie Depardieu, Marie Guillard .... Romeo Must Die.
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25$ 20$ 20$ 15$ 25 - Ultra Prix 

15 dÃ©c. 2016 - GROssE MEulE FROMAGE. 20$. 2 KG. ENCOURAGER. NOS ENTREPRISES. D'ICI. FROMAGE En. GRAin. Beauceron. 1 KG. 15$. FROMAGE ...
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20 MIN. ESTIMATED ASSEMBLY TIME: CARE AND MAINTENANCE: Clean with a damp cloth and ... the cabinet or from the back of the cabinet (See Fig A).
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1/2” Wood Screws. 3. A. C. E. F. D. B. #2. Note 1: Be sure to measure cabinet opening and basket width to make sure basket will clearly pull out of the cabinet ...
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Tuesday, July 18, 2000. Adapted from The Daily Telegraph. VOCABULAIRE : liver = foie, transplant = transplantation, nationâ€¢wide = dans le pays entier, appeal ...
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Moxiâ„¢ 20 

FrÃ©quence rÃ©fÃ©rence de test â€“ IEC 118-7 (kHz). 1,6. 1,6. 1,6. Pout. dBSPL. 120. 110. 100 ... 141. 130. 135. Bruit d'entrÃ©e Ã©quivalent au RTG (dB SPL). 19. 18. 19.
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of cabinet door with #6 x 1/2â€� flat head screws. NOTE: Line up door mount bracket to cabinet door by aligning door mount bracket with the marks you made in.
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2. 14-1/2â€� (369 mm). Base of cabinet to center of screw hole. (27 & 35 qt. 20-1/2â€� (369 mm). Base of cabinet to center of screw hole (50 qt waste container).
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VCMX-20 

the pump on when approximately 1.6" of water collects in its tank, and turns the ... must be in accordance with their regulations as well as the most recent ...
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